June Meeting
Twenty-six members and one guest, Laurel T., were in attendance at our Sunday afternoon meeting. The secretary’s report as published in the June newsletter was given and accepted. The treasurer’s June financial report was given and accepted.

May Business
Our Sunday guest, Laurel T. applied and accepted into membership.

June Door Prize Winners
Winning our June monthly door prizes were members; Mike S., Frank K., Sherry W., Brad L., Buddha, Terry C.

June Membership Prize Winner
Winning our monthly Membership prize was Mark E.

June Auction
A 11 item auction was held with all 11 lots selling. Our proof-like # 1 anniversary medal set was auctioned for $125.00, going to the society treasury.

A General View of our 2016 Coin Show
Set up and take-down of our annual show went very well with volunteer members of both the Society and the Coin Club doing a fast and efficient operation.

The Thursday opening with dealer set-up and registration made it a long four days for the volunteer helpers receiving Dealers, Early Birds and ANA seminar attendees. Thank you to those hard working volunteers for doing a great job.

The show registration of the four days went over one thousand with guests and ANA seminar attendees.

They show registration table, the show door prizes, coins for YN’s and YN’s giveaway table went very well as did the exhibits.

Thanks to the nine members that entered fine numismatic exhibits for this annual show. Winning trophies for;

- Adult, Coins and Paper Money J. C. S. The Encyclopedia of Fidology
- Adult, Exonumia Terry C. The Badge General William Jackson Palmer Presented to Attendees at the 1907 15th Pennsylvania Cavalry Reunion
- Young Numismatist Kevin L. 20th and 21st Century Exonumia
- First Time Exhibitor Sylvia L. Artistry in Coins
- Peoples Choice, Best of Show Award Buddha I. Coin Collecting is a Croc!

July Exhibit Talks
We request that members join in with these talks by telling and showing the membership their numismatic interests.

1) Terry C. (“Gateway to Colorado”) Julesburg, Colorado’s 100th anniversary medal. The history of town and city formations including violence; “Wahoo! City in the West” with Indian fights, horse thieves, cattle barons and having a Pony Express National Historic Trail with a prominent stagecoach station and site of Fort Rankin (later Fort Sedgwick).

2) Mill N. (Souvenir Cards) The Bureau of Engraving and Printing started producing its own souvenir cards both for the stamp and coin fields in 1969. They started as invasions to events and first day covers. Mill displayed our Societies 1980’s-1990’s cards telling history of Colorado’s railroads with a variety of colors.

3) Dan U. (Civil War Currency) Civil War tokens were privately minted and distributed in the U. S. between 1861 and 1864. The widespread use of the tokens was a result of the scarcity of government-issued cents during the Civil War. They are divided into three types—store cards, patriotic tokens, and saltbutt tokens. The collective value of the tokens is determined chiefly by their rarity.

June Winning Exhibit Talk was won by Terry C.

George Mountford, Secretary